Ohio is home to large portions of the Utica and Marcellus shale plays, which have accounted for 85 percent of U.S. shale gas production growth since the start of 2011. The abundance of natural gas and natural gas liquids (NGLs) derived from the shale plays has dramatically changed the energy landscape in Ohio. The availability of these plentiful and low-cost feedstocks, combined with proximity to end markets, make Ohio the best option for midstream and downstream investments.

Ohio's rapidly growing energy industry has attracted $64 billion in energy investments within our value chain, like upstream and midstream expansions that have resulted in downstream accessibility to in-state, low-cost feedstock.

Ohio's integrated transportation infrastructure provides seamless national and global access. Ports on the Ohio River and Lake Erie provide water access to other states and to destinations around the world.

Ohio is home to a large number of highly trained construction workers known for completing projects on time, within budget and with minimal lost time due to accidents.

Ohio offers low-cost energy, a robust electrical grid, and a deregulated power market that allows for unique and customized plans.

Ohio is #1 in polymer and plastics output and the #1 consumer of polyolefin in the Midwest. (OH, PA, NY, MI, IN, KY, WV, IL)
Ohio’s Energy Infrastructure Gives Companies an Advantage

Ohio’s energy infrastructure continues to grow. Beginning with wells and storage tanks to pipelines, processing plants and power plants, every part of the energy value chain is represented in Ohio. This means companies that choose Ohio gain the advantages that come with having an accessible, affordable and sustainable source of natural gas and NGLs.

Companies across the country and around the world are coming to Ohio to invest in projects to extract, process, store, transport and bring to market the state’s abundant and low-cost natural gas and NGLs. The availability of these natural resources, along with Ohio’s proximity to U.S. and Canadian markets, its integrated transportation infrastructure and its business-friendly regulatory environment, explain why Ohio is an ideal location to launch or grow an energy-related company.

To learn how you can benefit from Ohio’s rapidly growing energy and chemicals industry, contact our JobsOhio Energy and Chemicals leadership team.
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